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Would it be a miracle to spend time in the Presence of the Christ?
Is such a thing possible?
Although metaphysicians are aware that the one known as the Christ no longer resides
in physical form upon our plane, many are also aware that there still exists a band of
pure Christed consciousness, a band of energy that radiates through our physical sun,
beaming in via the Great Central Sun from the higher realms. They know too that this
band of energy carries within it certain codes that can be accessed and understood,
codes that hold within them blueprints and directions to witness and create miracles at
this time for we live in a truly wondrous time, a time filled with limitless possibilities, a
time when all the knowledge of ancient alchemy is being revealed and a time when we
have the tools to co-create a Christed heaven on earth.
The Christed energy is pure unconditional love, it is beaming in via the Buddha Maitreya,
through Shamballa and through the hearts of all who seek to radiate the love and
wisdom of the Divine spark that breathes us all.
When we understand the nature of miracles and how they are possible then we can
understand how it is also possible to find ourselves totally immersed in that pure band of
Christed consciousness that surrounds us constantly and how yes it is even possible to
find ourselves totally immersed in the Presence of the Christ. To the pure of heart
miracles become everyday, commonplace experiences that are simply due to the Law of
Love, a law that is being continually demonstrated by the Christ.
The lives of the seekers of miracles are often quite different to those lived in our more
‘normal’ western world. Miracle seekers come in all sorts of packages but generally they
are just open. They are open to witness, open to receive, open to know, open to enjoy,
open to allow and open to grow. These attributes of openness walk hand in hand with
other attributes and actions required by the seekers of miracles to access and operate
the Law of Love so that they can go to another level and become the miracle makers.
Seeking, discovering, experiencing, enjoying and creating miracles are all dependant on
the attributes we possess and develop and the actions we take in life. I’d like to mention
some of the things which form part of the miracle maker’s life and then elaborate on
them in more detail:
 Allowance
 Alignment and Action
 Acceptance via Recognition and Experience
 Appreciation and Biofeedback
 Demonstration
 Downloads
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 Direction and Field Enhancement
 Dreaming the Outcome
Allowance
Miracle makers allow the fields of possibility to present themselves for exploration and
acknowledgement. Allowance is about being open, enquiring and inviting enough to
witness how the universe can and does reveal its magic and miracles to all. Allowance is
about creating a space for such things to enter into our field by keeping an open yet
discerning heart and mind.
Alignment and Action
Alignment is about getting tuned to the channel where miracles happen regularly enough
for us to enjoy them. So alignment comes via an action program such as the Luscious
Lifestyles Program that forms part of Recipe 2000> with its specific program codes. This
is a program designed to tune our energy fields to the channel of Grace and allow us to
operate via the Law of Love in a more conscious way. Miracle Makers take the time to
get and stay tuned to the Channel of Divine Love and hence this puts us in the path of
Its Grace which is where all miracles naturally happen.
Acceptance from Recognition and Experience
For many, being able to give is easy, being able to receive perhaps not so. The ability to
be open to and accepting of miracles is imperative if we are to recognize them and
experience them in life. Paradoxically our experience of miracles opens us up to
accepting that they exist and that perhaps we can have more of them. The recognition
and acceptance that we live within a loving and intelligent quantum field is a basic step
in the freedom game.
Appreciation and Biofeedback
Miracle Makers have an attitude of gratitude as we know that it opens our fields up to
receive more miracles. We also know that being appreciative of the flow of Grace, of the
miracles we witness and enjoy does the same. Appreciation also gifts us with the ability
to be fully present in the now moment and to engage in active biofeedback with a
conscious universal field. Learning to listen to and to read energy fields is a skill
developed by the Miracle Maker and the appreciation of such interchanges adds another,
deeper layer.
Demonstration
Miracle makers can demonstrate miracles in their lives however what they perceive, and
others perceive, as miraculous will vary for each one. Some may say a disease free life is
a miracle particularly if they have transformed their own life from one of great dis-ease
to one of ease. Others may feel that the fact that they are appearing to get younger or
to have stopped the aging process is a miracle especially when this is confirmed via
biological age tests.
Downloads
Miracle Makers have the ability to download all the data they need to create miracles.
They download this data via their direct contact with Universal Mind and the blueprints it
holds there for such things. These downloads are done via our 6th and 7th senses of
intuition and knowing and by our ability to listen to the response of such a field to the
answers of specific questions that we have learnt to formulate and ask. Learning the
subtlety of correct question asking is a highly skilled art.
Direction and Enhancement
Miracle Makers learn the art of directing energy via thought, will and intention and how
to use the energy grids to change, enhance and/or strengthen certain fields to then
guarantee certain outcomes. Fields are the realities we attract and immerse ourselves in
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as a result of how we choose to tune our personal keynote or frequency. In Dimensional
Biofield Science every living thing emits a frequency which can be adjusted.
Dreaming the Outcome
The art of visualisation and of dreaming new realities into being are part of a Miracle
Makers tool kit of life. Miracles Makers know the power of having a clear vision, focusing
upon it, supporting it energetically and then how to let it go so that it can come into
being aligned with the bigger picture that supports all the blueprints of life.
Miracle Makers work with all the Universal Laws, and understand from experience the
alchemy behind the Law of Love. A Miracle Maker’s life is an example of the Law of Love
in action, they achieve what they set out to with joy and ease and Grace, free from the
suffering of struggle.
The path of freedom and the gifts that adherence to the law of love reveals, can often be
seen as miraculous. Is a major miracle just something that as yet is unexplained and so
just seems to express a higher, more divine connection? If so then each human being
contains within them major miracles just waiting for expression. Yet what if each major
miracle can be explained, then it becomes simply the science of life, a process that is
governed by something as basic as the Law of Love.
In the time of the Christ it is said that water was turned into wine, that loaves of bread
multiplied themselves so that one loaf could feed the many, that the sick were healed
and the believer’s were risen from the dead. All of these were classified as major
miracles and it was not until Jesus began to perform these miracles that his ministry was
noticed. It was not just his words that touched the hearts of his people but also his
‘miraculous’ deeds yet were they really miracles or were they just examples of how the
universal forces respond to someone who has anchored themselves in the heart of
compassion and love?
In the metaphysical world the molecules of matter exist because of the Law of Love and
they are programmed to respond to this law and can thus be commanded or invited into
rearranging themselves in a myriad of ways. Water can gather the elements from the
atmosphere around it and by changing the energy mix of these elements, be
transformed into wine. A loaf of bread can duplicate itself by using those same elements.
The question is not so much how but why have we forgotten how to work in this way?
Remember how Jesus said in the Gospel of Mathew: “The things I do, You shall do and
even greater.” Is the skill of doing this just restricted to those who possess ancient
secret knowledge or the shape-shifting Shaman of our world?
What does it take for the molecules and atoms in a human biological system, to
rearrange themselves, or release within themselves, a different mix of elements? A mix
of air, earth, fire, water, astral light, akasa and cosmic fire – a mix of seven elements
that govern our existence, a mix that can be rearranged within us to produce what
appear to be miracles. All life is made of these elements and all elements contain
consciousness and all are birthed because of, and respond to, the Law of Love. The how
and why of it all we will look at more deeply throughout this journal as we shape-shift
ourselves into a freer level of being.
Miracles have a life that can be activated, they have a purpose and they have a time.
They have a path of unfoldment and the way they trigger this path is embedded in every
atom in the core of the consciousness that allows it its existence, a consciousness that is
a Divine DNA code that is driven by the mathematics of the Law of Love.
All of the above is part of what I call Matrix Mechanics, a science which
operates under the principles discussed in the Biofields & Bliss Series. We will
teach all of the matrix mechanisms required for the freedom agenda during our
Retreats.
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